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The Underwater Festival returns to LUX* South Ari Atoll with an array thrilling events 

under and over water in partnership with Euro-Divers Maldives and freediving record 

holder Christian Redl. With a full immersion into the most incredible of the underwater 

worlds, the Maldives, the fourth edition of the Festival features daily apnea courses with 

the experts, underwater photography and videography workshops with acclaimed 

German photographer Marc Hillesheim and guided trips to search and swim with the 

resident whale sharks and the resort marine biologist.

Tag your underwater adventures to win your next holiday

#LUXONEBREATH      #LUXUNDERWATER      #NOGRAVITYMALDIVES





WED 6  Freediving courses 

  Underwater photography workshop  

  with Marc Hillesheim

  Mid-week sunset drinks to celebrate  

  freediving achievements and   

	 	 certifications

  Cinema Paradiso theme movie night  

  ‘The Big Blue’

THU 7  Freediving courses    

  Turtle discovery snorkeling with  

  resident marine  biologist and Olive 

  Ridley Project team

  Evening workshop with Olive Ridley  

  Project team

SUN 3  LUX* South Ari Atoll arrivals 

  Underwater Festival Opening   

  Ceremony with Christian Redl and  

  Marc Hillesheim 

MON 4  Freediving courses conducted by 

  Euro-divers and Christian Redl

  Underwater photography workshop  

  with Marc Hillesheim 

  Sunset APERITIVO at West Point

TUE 5  Freediving courses

  Whale Shark Discovery Snorkeling  

  with Resident Marine Biologist

  Underwater photography session  

  with Marc Hillesheim during the  

  boat trip

 

FRI 8  Freediving courses

  Underwater photography workshop  

  with Marc Hillesheim

  Underwater discovery night with  

  Marine Biology Center and   

  Euro-divers

SAT 9  Group boat trip to search and swim  

  with the whale sharks 

  Underwater Festival Closing   

  Ceremony

The Program



PADI BASIC FREE DIVER

Minimum age 12 years

Includes:

Breathing &	fin	kicking	techniques

Free diving procedures

Distance free diving 

	 	 	 Rental	equipment	 	 	 	

Price: $110

PADI FREE DIVER

Minimum age 15 years

Includes:

Descend	techniques

Deep diving procedures 

Rental	equipment	& boat trip

Price: $125

CERTIFICATIONS

For Basic or Free Diver course

Includes:

One Module Theory

World	Wide	Valid	Certification

 Price: $88

LUX* SOUTH ARI ATOLL*



CHRISTIAN REDL

Considered one of the foremost free-diving specialists 
of his generation, Austrian Christian Redl holds some 
of the most impressive and diverse world free-diving 
records.  Ranging from crossing the tropical depths of 
Mexican cenotes to plunging into heart-stopping cold 
waters to complete the longest swim under ice (100 
meters) ever, Christian’s technical preparation match-
es  his profound passion for free diving making him a 
incredible trainer at the PADI Free diver course of the 
Underwater Festival.

MARC HILLESHEIM

Pairing his innate photography talents to his passion 
for the underwater world, German photographer Marc 
Hillesheim now ranks among some of the most well 
known photographers in Europe. Marc’s work is pre-
dominantly related to underwater subjects and, being 
a scuba diving instructor himself, travels extensively 
to capture marine life and create underwater series of 
portraits. 

www.marchillesheim.dewww.christianredl.com



*Lighter.*Brighter


